Abstract. Firstly, the theory of polarization and Stokes vector are introduced. Secondly, according to Fresnel formula, energy conservation law and Kirchhoff' s law, a new model combining infrared reflected effect and emitted effect is developed to calculate the degree of polarization. Some experiments were carried out to examine the polarization of metal steel plates in the outdoor areas, and the results indicated that experimental data is nicely agreement with calculated data by this model. With the use of polarization calculated model, the difference of degree of polarization between small targets and sea surface background can be simulated. Finally, to validate correctness of the simulation some experiments were carried out to measure the polarization degree of sea scenarios. The experimental date are consistent with the simulations. The research result can be used to enhance the detection of ship target in sea background.
Introduction
Duo to the advantages of passive detection, strong anti-disturbance ability, great robustness, all-weather and full time working, infrared imaging is widely applied in military and civilian fields, such as remote sensing, military surveillance and guidance [1] . Traditional infrared intensity imaging depend on temperature difference between target and background. However, when the temperature of ship target and sea background is small, the traditional infrared intensity-based technology is limited [2] .
Infrared polarization imaging is a new technology developed rapidly in recent years [3] . Compared to infrared intensity-based imaging technology, the infrared polarization-based technology can provide more valuable information for detection and discrimination of target, including types of material and roughness of surface [4] . Different objects appears different polarization characteristics. Actually, man-made target tends to have stronger polarization since their surface are smooth, yet natural objects tend to be mostly unpolarized or have different polarization characteristics from man-made targets [5] . Therefore, infrared polarization technology has great potentials in target detection applications.
Polarization Theory and Stokes Vector
The state of polarization can be described by Stokes vector S , which includes four parameters, [6] . Generally, most polarization phenomenon in nature is linearly polarized, and V component is so small that it is always ignored [7] . The first three Stokes parameters can be derived from using there different polarization directions, 0º, 60º, 120º, as shown in Eq.1. Based on Stokes vector, the degree of polarization and the angle of polarization are defined by:
Where P is the degree of polarization, and A is the angle of polarization.
Polarization Model Based on Infrared Reflection and Emission

Reflection Effect
Reflection plays a significant role in the generation of polarization. This phenomena can be described by Fresnel formula [8] : n is the refraction rate of incident medium, and 2 n is the refraction rate of transmission medium. 1 θ is the incident angle, and 2 θ is the refraction angle. The polarization degree of reflection is defined as:
Polarization Produced by Emission Radiation
According to energy conservation law and Kirchhoff's law [9] [10] 
Where p ε and s ε represent the emission rate of the parallel and vertical components respectively.
The degree of polarization E P generated by emission is defined by:
According to analysis above, we simulate reflection polarization and emission polarization of metal steel plates, respectively. The simulations results show that, in the case of reflected radiation, the perpendicular component is greater than the parallel component, and the polarization is vertically polarized. For emission radiation, the parallel component is greater than the perpendicular component, the polarization direction is parallel.
Polarization Model Combining Reflected Effect and Emitted Effect
This complementary relationship between emission and reflection has a significant influence on the state of polarization in infrared radiation. The state of polarization is one significant feature of small targets and sea surface, which can be used to enhance the detection of small targets [11] . So we designed a new model combining infrared reflection effect and emission effect to describe polarization phenomenon:
Where PR I is total emitted radiance and reflected radiance in parallel plane, SR I is total emitted radiance and reflected radiance in vertical plane. They can be calculated by: The ratio of emitted radiation and reflected radiation is defined by: The simulation curves of the degree of polarization of ideal steel surface in different values of R are shown in Fig.2 . The value of polarization is positive representing horizontal polarization, and negative represents vertical polarization. The simulation result indicates that when R is less than 1, it means that the reflected radiation is greater than emitted radiation. If R is greater than 1, it means that the emitted radiation is greater than reflected radiation. When the value of R is greater than 1, with the increase of R, the degree of polarization increases.
Then we carry out some experiments on the polarization of metal steel plates in outdoor areas, the results shows that the experimental data are agreement nicely with the calculated data when the value of R is set to be 1.6, which verifies the validity of this model. 
Polarization Characteristics of Target and Sea Background Simulated Result of Polarization Degree of Sea Scenario
With the use of polarization calculation model, the degree of polarization of ideal sea surface background and ship target can be simulated under the following assumptions:
1．The surface of sea water is smooth. 2．The reflected radiation of sea surface is negligible. 3．The refraction rate of sea water is 1.33+0.001i.
4．The emitted radiation of ship target is close to reflected radiation. 5．The emitted plane of ship and sea surface are located in the same plane.
The simulation result in Fig.4 indicates that the polarization of sea background is greater than that of ship target. Particularly at large viewing angle, the difference is more obvious. Furthermore, the direction of target polarization is perpendicular dominantly while sea surface direction is parallel. 
Measured Result of Polarization Degree of Sea Scenario
We carried out some experiments to measure the degree of polarization of sea water and small target at different viewing angle, and the result is shown in Fig.5 . The experimental date are consistent with the simulations in Fig.4 . With the increase of viewing angle, the degree of polarization increase. And the value of polarization of ship target is less than that of sea surface. This is because the target in sea background strongly reflects the radiation emitted by sea water. In this situation, the emitted radiation of the target is close to reflected radiation and it leads to depolarization. However, the sea surface is not completely smooth due to the existence of water wave, on the other hand, sea surface not only emit energy, but also reflect the radiation from water steam and atmosphere. The value of polarization is slightly less than simulations in Fig.4 .
Conclusion
Infrared polarization results from infrared emitted effect and reflected effect on the surface of objects. Based on the Fresnel formula, energy conservation law and Kirchhoff's low, a new model combining infrared reflected effect and emitted effect is proposed to calculate the degree of polarization. The polarization difference between sea surface water and ship target is simulated with this model. Some experiments were carried out to measure the degree of polarization of sea scenario. It can be concluded that the direction of polarization of sea water surface is parallel dominately, while the direction of polarization of ship target is perpendicular dominately. Furthermore, the degree of polarization of sea surface is greater than that of ship target. The result can be used to enhance ship target enhancement from sea background.
